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whites to the suburbs and, more seriously. it may be ac:ting as a force
against a rising black middle class which
wishes to mo\·e into better housing, and
c:an afford it. but cannot find it•·
The university should make e"·ery effort to house its students in such a way
that it does not exacerbate New Haven's
housinJ! problem. It should explore cre::itive channels for helping them and the
New Haven community meet their fu.
ture housing nee<ls. New programs such
as mixed student-community housing
should be given consideratfon.
Dean Goodman, '73,
New Haven, Conn.

HomagetoE. WigbtBakke
Sirs: I was deeply saddened at the news
of E. Wight Bakke's untimely death last
fall. One of the most endearing of my
professors at Yale, he was truly a "raconteur extraordinaire."
Professor Bakke taught the collective
bargaining course offered by both the
Administrative Sciences and Economics departments, and I'll never forget his
highly entertaining and persuasive impersonations of the "accented" laborer
and the steadfast management nep:otiator whose styles he'd picked up over
the many years he had served as an industrial arbitrator. Indeed, be was wellsuited for such an emotionally demanding position, for throughout his many
hours of informal lecture and re<:<>llection he never revealed a bias for either
side of the negotiation table. In thi.o; day
of increasing sociaJ and political polarization. E. Wight Bakke will be sorely
missed.
Richard J. Neefe, '71,
St. Petersburg, Fla.

'How Long?'
Sirs: When your April issue arrived I
was disturbed enough anyway at the renewal of our bombing raids on North
Vietnam. I did not need the three letters
you printed assailing a January article by
Mr. Coffin.
By now the methods that anyone may
advance for getting us out of Vietnam
seem to me to take second place beside
the incredulity one feels on encountering
the reasons of those who still manage to
avoid seeing what we are doing there.
A good many people since the worst
of this began six or seven years ago have
worked their minds to the bone trying to
understand what Nemesis it is that
keeps us on a path in which the nation
seems not only to have taken leave of its
senses, but to have lost all memory of the

3

Christian heritage one of these letters
wishes to invoke.
I have finally settled down to the belief that we have been struck by the
same sort of obsession one sees in a gambler. When one S)·stem does not work,
he tries another. When this fails, he
leaves the gaming table long enough to
work up still another and comes back to
play, confident that this time not only
will he \Yin back everything he has lost,
but that he will regain his own opinion
of himself and that of the people whom
he has injured.
In the meantime, the more he risks, the
more he forces on other people the need
to pay for his inability to rid himself of
his delusion.
This is the only theory that seems ab1e
to explain how a people nurtured in the
principles in which this people bas been
nurtured-both political and religiouscan, hour after hour, day after day,
month after month, year after year. and,
soon. decade after decade, continue
to brutalize the peoples of Indochina. At
this last barbarous round I begin to feel
as if [ were watching someone kicking a
corpse. Where is there a spot in Indochina where we can drop a bomb that
will not merely serve to enlarge an old
crater?
Harriet Marot Taylor, ·59 M.A.,
East Sandwich. Mass.

Wretched' Winter Sports
Sirs: A glance at Yale's record in sports
this past winter indicates that some
pigeons have come home to roost. Despite continued interest and pride in
Yale's athletic traditions on the part of
many alumni, it would appear that
University decisions of several years on
several levels have inevitably brought
about a progressive discouragement and
weakening of Ynle's organization of OJd
Blue recruiters. Presumably this is not
irreversible but it appears unlikely to
change overnight.
At any rate, in all contests with Harvard and Princeton in hockey, squash,
swimming, basketball, fencing, track
and wrestling, on varsity, J.V. and freshman levels, the tally showed Yale with
exactly seven victories, her traditional
rivals with twenty-eight.
Obviously one wretched season
doesn't mean that all seasons will be
equally wretched, but to many shaken
but still interested supporters of the University the sad handwriting has been on
the wall for some time.
Richard M. Rossbach, •36,
New York, N.Y.

Your Castle by the Sea

-tiw:MONMOUTH
ON THE OCEAN
SPRING LAKE BEACH, N . J .

Thisyear get more of what you take a
vacation for! Lavish yoursel1i with the
luxury, the elegance of the renowned
Monmouth Hotel. Private Ocean Bathing
Beach. Pool with Dining Temce &Bar.
Cocktail Lounge. Tennis Courts. 18-hole
Golf Course. Putting Green. Shuffleboanl.
Dancing &all Social Activities. Children's
Playroo1, Supervised Programs. Near
Mauouth Part Race Track. Opening
June 17th. Special Low Rates Tbru
June 29.
3td Generation Ownership.
.losellh P. R~n. General Mar.
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Top sc1ent1sts from the S1111thso111an Instr
tution and majOi' universities will provide
personal 1nsttuction and directi011 as you
assist them with the11 field reffarch. No
spectal qualifications necessary. Join
lk Donald Menzel 1n sol&r eehp.se astron-

omy in M.auntania and Canada: Dr. ThoiNS
Larson in an anthropolo11cal study of tile
Hambukushu people of Botswana. Expedtttons include ecoloo 1n Kenya. under·
water archaeoloo 1n tile M&ean and off

Bermuda, volcaDOIOi)'tn the Con1,o, archaeoloo in the Sudan and Israel. Three week
uped1tions lrom $U7S {plus airfare).
Partmpation limited. Early re,g1stratton
essential.

Educational Elpeditiolls llltmatioul

68 Leonanl Street y-2

Belllotlt. llbuacllusetts 02171
Phone: 161n4&JJJJ

In Defense of
The lvoryTower
Though the popular cry is for
relevance, America's real need is
for fundamental thought, creative
innovation and speculative Bights.
by Eugene V. Rostow
Universities have a legitimate role to play in the
social process nnd in the life of the nation. But they
will fail in thal role if they cease to be unjversities
and become part of the research and plannfog apparatus of the state, of business. of labor or of any
other institution. TI1ey will fail e\'en more abysmally if they plunge into political action. for which
they are even less 6tted than the>' are for applied
research.
Today universities are being embraced by public and private bodie.<; eager to find students and
professors to do their research for them. write their
reports and become involved in their ooncems. The
umversities, we are told, must cease to be ivory
towers and must become "relevant.. to immediate social tasks. In J,teneral. however, participation in such programs only diverts the university
from the work which is its special charge and
which no other institution is capable of undertaking-that of fundamental thought.
The application of knowledge to urgent probJcms presupposes the existence of a body of knowledge that could be applied to their solution. But in
many areas, a lthough we have plenty of enthusiasm
for the work of applied policy, we have no policy
to apply. In dealing with race rehtions or crime,
for example, or the management of cities or international peace, we know what we yearn for but
haven't Lhc faintest idea how to get there. We are in
the position of the economists in 1930. who literally had nothing to suggest to the poor politicians
about how to bring prosperity about. The gap between reality and the systems of ideas in our minds
has never been wider.
The universities are uniquely the institutions in
which minds are encouraged to take high speculative flights, with the benefit of perceptions and
perspectives available because universities are insulated from the pressures of everyday life. If
professors and students do not take the long view,
contemplate the unthinlcable and sometimes cherish lost causes, they fail in their most important

"Although we have
plenty of enthusi-

asm for the work of
applied policy, we
have no policy to
apply."

Eugene V. Rostow, Sterling Professor of Law and
Public Alfairs and fonner dean of tlie Yale Law
School ( 1955-65), was Undersecreta:Y of State
for Political Affair.y from 1966to1969. This article
ha.~ been adapted from a lecture at York University,
Toronto.

:

duty. Society needs the testimony of free minds
und philosophical spirits.
Our world today is more unstable and more
threatening than any universe in which man has
had to live, at least since the colla~ of the Roman
Empire. Its .structure has never recovered from the
shock of 1914, which destroyed a political system
that hnd kept the general peace for a century and
had encouraged a cultural and moral renaissance
of extraordinary quality. That war and all its
subsequent shocks released and stimulated the
growth of powerful forces of aggression and violence, which it hns always been the concern of
civilization to keep in checlc.
Several other seismic chan~es are also crung:if!g
the climate of life. One is the decline in the inBuence of religion, of the family and of other traditional centers of social authority. The other is the
way in which ~ience keeps playing tricks with
technoloEtY. the population, the birth rate, the
death rate and a thousand other features of life,
creating new problems more rapidly than it solves
old ones. Science not only stirs up the environment
nnd other familiar lnndmarks of our lives; it renders knowledge obsolete. The industrial revolution
continues to drive people from the farms to the
cities, whose size and comple.'\ity are beyond the
reach of governmental fonn$ deve1oped to govern
the miall and stable towns of long ago.
Creative innovation is essmtial if the model of
the Wliverse in our minds is to retain any relation
to the teem in~ world of ac;tronauts and new nations.
of burgeoning new cities and universities, and of
innumerable pnrado~es that we try to ignore because they are incompatible with the myths and
conventions to which we are loyal.
Until recently the central need for innovation in
our intellectual life has been concealed from us
by circumstance. American intellectual life, including the life of ~ence, has been largely derh11tive. Emerson's famous can for the American
scholar has never been answered. "We have listened too long" he said, "to the courtly muses of
Europe. Our day of dependence, our long apprenticeship to the learning of other lands, draws to a
close. The millions that around us are rushing into
life cannot always be fed on the sere remains of
foreign harvests." Emerson's buoyant nationalism
6

has not been ful6lled. Our science and schoJarship
have been largely preoccupied not with basic
changes in whole sy~ems of thought, but with the
perfection and application of original ideas dC'-·eloped abrood or by Europeans living among us.
If Emerson's plea is to be interpreted as one for a
national scholarship, it is silly and self-defeating.
Nationalism in knowledge is wrong in itself. It is
also unworkable-ideas have no boundaries. One
of the finest traditions of the intellectual world is
its international character. The univernties are still
linked by a surviving faith in the old idea of a transnational fraternity of professors and students beyond the direct reach of the states, and not quite
their servant~. Long may it stir our hearts and
minds.
But if we read Emerson's call as one for greater
strength in North American scholarship, then we
can agree that its time has come. Responsibility for
intelltttual leadership, like many other as~ of
~nsibility, has been thrust upon us. Our univer~ties mmt become the yea.st of the nation and the
intelledUaJ world, a source of moral and intellectual
Jeadenhip and a force for humanity and reason.
No other group of universities is strong enough
..Our universities
to tal:e leadership in the effort. It cannot be aC"
complished if our universities falter or fail.
must become the

yeast of the nation,
In the American hierarchy of values it is rare to
a source of moral
6ild pure theory and the higher reaches of phiand intellectual
losophr appreciated as the source from which all
leadership and a
else Bows. They ~resent fonns of intellectual acforce for humanity
tivity ahnost without P.TeCedent among our people. and reason."
Even Erner.on thought action indispensable to the
life of thOught. So did Holmes, who Jeft HarVa.rd
to become a Union soldier and later ga\'e up his •
professorship without hesitation to become a judge.
It is also the instinct of many scholars and research
workers, in universities and in industry, who regard the transfer to administrative work as a promotion.
This doubt about the theoretical is characteristic
of our outlook. We persist in believing ourselves
to be a pr.tcUcal, empirical bibe. And neither the intellectU.;als the~lves, nor the general public, appreciate basic study for what it is. But until we
come to coruider the advance of knowledge and
the writin~ of books as the first and only job of the
scholar, American scholanhip cannot fulfill its
uUntil we come to
promise. When we accept such work not as a
means to an end, but as an end in itself, and the suf- consider the adficient goal of a great career, only then can we e.'tvance of lmowJedge
pect to fulfill the American potential for innovaand the writing of
tive thought.
books as the 6rst

and only job of the
scholar, American
scholarship cannot
fulfill its purpose.,,

The work of the men who made the American
Constitution was a glorious achievement, but the
theorists of our Constitution were Locke and Montesquieu. Even Madison and Hamilton danced to
their tune. And their great books could never ha\'e
been written if they had tried to live the lives of
modem American scholars, shuttling from committees to conferences, consulting the Ford
Foundation or the State Department, and putting
in sabbatical years on the White House staff.
In this age when the forces of habit and example
press men to write articles and monographs. who
will have the time and the detachment to see the
inteflectual system as a whole and to reshape it to a
new idea, an idea more consonnnt with emerging
reality? Professor Fred Hoyle recently remarked
that the well-trained annies of science in the second third of the 20th century-by far the largest
such armies in history-have been far less creative
than the smaller groups which preceded them.
The science of the golden Edwardian years and of
the 1920's included men like Planck, Einstein,
Bohr, de Broglie, Schrodinger, Heisenberg,
Rutherford and Dirac.
Hoyle wonders whether the ..dinosaur" mentality
is not to blame for this condition, which l.nsists on
mobilizing a vast apparatus before thought can begin. It is easy for the scientist to become slave to the
machine and to the big organimtion that is needed
to handle it. But if we confine ourselves exclusively
to lines of thought where the machine can be useful, we may bar the consideration of more important problems beyond its reach.
It may be that we can't avoid the fate or the
dinosaur. But it is imperative to try. Today there is
such n fragmentation of knowledge that it is becoming more and more difficult to get any general
sense of where we are and where we are going-to
say nothing of where we ought to be going. It was
said of Jefferson and some of hi') contemporaries
that they had read every book worth reading in an
the modem languages. It is unimaginable today for
anyone to dream of reading all the books, articles,
monographs and theses worth reading in his own
field. Yet unless we can somehow put the partic·
ular into its context as part of a larger whole, our
scholarship will be sterile and the sickness of the
intellectual system will never be cured.
7

How can basic work of this kind-work on a
grand scale and in the grand manner-be encouraged or brought into being? Certainly the men who
undertake such work, whether their aim is the solitary treatise or the inevitable encyclopedia, must
be relatively isolated. Their universities or research
institutes should have no government contracts
and should be protected from private or public
companies doing applied work in related fields.
There should be arrangements to keep scholars
from drowning in conferences, lectures, conventions and other plausible excuses to prevent scholars from working. My years in Washington and in
the United Nations reinforce my conviction that
what government needs most from universities is
not research assistance and tactical criticism, but
detached and disciplined scholarship, totally independent, and capable of opening new vistas.
I don't mean that men need to live in monasteries
or country homes to do basic work. But they cannot be expttted to do such work in the hubbub of
Washin~on, either. Machiavelli wrote his book in
retirement and exile, and many great books were
written in pri.o;on. I do not propose such i:lrastic
remedie:--at lt>ast not yet. Fundamental work h.~s
its source in the living Bow of experience. But that
experience must be seen from a di.stance and
through a prism of high talent. Only thus can we
expect the deeper layers to be revealed.
"The justification for a university," Alfred North
Whitehead wrote, "is that it preserves the conne~
tion between knowledge and the zest of life by
uniting the young and the old in the imaginative
consideration of learning. The university imparts
information. but it imparts it imaginatively. At
least this is the function which it should perform
for society. A university which fails in this respect
has no reason for existence."
Some of the loudest voices in our modern culture urge faculties and students to mount the barricades and solve the pressing problem of war, of the
ghettoes and of racial discrimination. ~fy belief is
that the universities are not well equipped to deal
with such problems, and can try to do so only by
sacrificl.ng the vital work which they alone ha\'e
been formed by history to undertake. The life of a
university is not passionate action, butt passionate
thought.

"There should be an
arrangement to
keep scho1ars from
drowning in conferences, lectures,
conventions and
other plausible excuses to prevent
scholars from working."

"Machiavelli wrote
his book in retire-

ment and exile,
and many great
books were written
•
•
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mpnson.

Go placidly amid the noise and haste and remember what peace there
may be in silence .
As far as possible , without surrender , be on good terms
with all persons .
Speak your truth quietly and clearly ; and listen to others,
even the dull and ignorant; they too have their story.
Avoid loud and aggressive persons , they are vexations to the spirit .
If you compare yourself with others you may become vain and bitter; for
always there will be greater and lesser people than yourself .
Enjoy your
achievements as well as y0ur plans .
Keep interested in your career, however humble ; it is a real possession
in the changing fortunes of our times.
Exercise caution in your business
affairs; for the wor ld is full of t r ickery.
But let this not blind you to
what virtue there i s ; many persons strive for high ideals; and everywhere
life is full of heroism.
Be yourself. Especially, do not feign affection.
Neither be cynicral
about love ; for in the face of ail aridity and disenchantment it is perennial
as the grass .
Take kindly the counsel of the years, gracefully surrendering the
things of youth.
Nurture strength of spirit to shield you in sudden
misfortune .
But do not distress yourself with imaginings . Many fears are
born of fatigue and loneliness . Beyond a wholesome discipline , be gentle
with yourself.
You are a child of the universe no less than the trees and the stars ;
you have a right to be here .
And whether or not it is clear to you , no
doubt the universe is unfolding as it should.
Therefore , be at peace with God , whatever, you conceive Him to be , and
whatever your labors and aspirations in the noisY, confusion of life , keep
peace with your soul.
With all its sham , drudgery and broken dreams , it is etil.l a beautiful world.
Be careful . Strive to be happy.

(Found in old Saint Paul ' s church, Baltimore : 1692)
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